LIABILITY RELEASE and AGREEMENT NOT TO SUE FOR INJURIES

LIABILITY RELEASE and AGREEMENT NOT TO SUE FOR INJURIES

Aikijuku Dojo LLC (Aikijuku Dojo), its members, instructors, guest instructors, or
anyone else, are unwilling to have people practice at Aikijuku Dojo if its members,
staff or visiting instructors might be sued for injuries that may happen to anyone while
practicing or for injuries that could occur, for any reason, anywhere on the premises or
on the way to or from training.
Therefore, we ask, in consideration in exchange for allowing you to practice at
Aikijuku Dojo and other good and valuable consideration, the legal sufficiency of
which is hereby acknowledged as dated below, that you sign this document and by
doing so give up any rights you may have to sue or hold the dojo, its members,
instructors or guest instructors, or anyone else, liable for any injuries which may occur
to you caused by negligence or any other reason, while anywhere on the center

premises, including while on the mat and including while on the way to or from the
dojo. I understand that there is risk of communicable diseases (e.g. viruses) when
in public places and that training can involve human contact. Further, I take
responsibility for avoiding increasing risk to others at Aikijuku Dojo through
knowingly exposing them to communicable diseases.
I, ((first_name))__________________((last_name))________________, the
undersigned, have carefully read this document and understand it and in consideration
and exchange for practicing and in further consideration as more fully stated above,
give up any rights I may have to sue or hold liable Aikijuku Dojo LLC, its staff or
guests instructors, for any injuries that may occur to me while practicing while on the
premises or while going to or from the training.
I understand that I am requesting to participate in an educational system. For the
benefit of the training and safety of myself and other participants, I agree to conduct
myself in a manner consistent with the rules of dojo etiquette and common-sense
safety observation.
I also hereby release Aikijuku Dojo, LLC, and its agents, representatives, and assigns,
from any responsibility or liability for any damages arising from personal injuries or
property damage or loss relating to my participation, or the use or operation of
equipment related to the activities of said organization.
Signature
_____________________________________

